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Abstract:
The article illustrate the information about the source of the text, given by Abdurazzak Samarkandi in "Matlai sadayn va mazhmai bakhrayn" book, dedicated to a campaign of the representative of Timurids dynasty Ibrahim Sultan to Azerbaijan in 1429. The source data, its comparison with the text information which is given in Samarkandi’s book, the differences of the text are indicated in the article.
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Work Abd ar-Razzak Samarkandi "Matlai sadayn va majmai bakhrayn" is considered as the one of valuable primary source because its author was the direct participant of many events mentioned in work from the Temurids state history. But, at the same time, as well as in many historical works the author relayed on other sources at the description of separate events of an era in "Matlai sadayn". The translator of the work on the Uzbek language A.Urinbayev notes: « ... In "Matlai sadayn" the events of 704 (1304)-875 (1469-1470) nearly 171 (166) years are described. But Abd ar-Razzak Samarkandi was born in 1413 and died in 1482. So, for description of events of the previous years he used the other sources. The first part published from the second volume of work includes the events of 1405-1429, and practically all of them make a part which was written by Abd ar-Razzak on the basis of other sources. The main source is the book «Zubdat ut-tavorikhi Boysungury» of the known historian and geographer Khofizi Abru from Herat which wrote the books on history and geography».

Particularly, in “Events of [eight hundred] thirty second year (1428-1429)” part. In describing the campaigns of Hazrat Khakan capturing the world of Azerbaijan states the battle against the Iskandar Turkmen the sun of Kara Yusuf Turkmen is given in detail. At the end of this description it was said that battle came to the end with Shokhrukh's victory and the important contribution to this victory was made by tsarevitch Ibrakhim Sultan also. Further Abd ar-Razzak Samarkandi noted that Sharafiddin Ali Yazdi stated the description well and without mentioning the used work gave the following: The author of "Zafar-name" is the best among the all people of the world, he is known (person) of his time, let him rest in peace, during a campaign Mavlono

1 Abdurazzok Samarkandiy. Matlai sadayn va majmai bakhrayn – Fan,1968 - p.21
Sharafuddin Ali Yazdi always was near the stirrup of the horse of tsarevitch Abu-l-Fatah mirza Ibrahim Sultan. He said: “Near the Salmos the strong fortification of the fighting enemy I saw force of fearlessness, infinity of courage, and the real truth is that nobody would believe in this truth: Rubai:

Envying the courage shown in fight by Shah Abu-l-Fatkh,
The soul of stones stained with blood in the day of fight.
Ask about it from Salmos mountains,
They will tell by the melodies which originate with the intensity of soul.
This greatest on the uniqueness, really classical and exclusive nice event occurred during the period described in the following verses. Rubai:

Iskandar Turkmen began mutiny,
Dary of that time decided to give cruelly lesson to him.
But he avoided Abu-l-Fatkh’s sabre in fight.
The history about it is covered in (words) of «kadri Abu-l-Fatkh».
Mister mavlaviy (Sharafiddin Ali) described these [events] so beautifully what even this slack pencil is not able to reproduce all occurring greatness, he decided to finish this description with the words of the eloquent imam».

It is known that "Zafar-name" should include “Introduction” and three parts. In A.Urnbayev's article «Sharafuddin Ali Yazdi and the manuscript of his work "Zafar-name", published in the facsimile edition "Zafar-name" there is data on the manuscript which was a base of the edition; another manuscripts and editions are also given there. In his part he also wrote that the purpose of the author was the creation of the work consisting of "Introduction" and three articles, devoted to Amir Temur, Shohrukh and Ibrakhim Sultan.

He also writes that now "Zafar-name" manuscript consists only of article devoted to Amir Temur, and two other articles didn't reach us. In continuation of the article about "Zafar-name» manuscript

A. Urnbayev resting upon that Abd ar-Razzak Samarkandi finishes the chapter devoted to Shohrukh's campaigns to Azerbaijan above the given data, writes: «Being based on this statement of Abd ar-Razzak, it would be possible to suggest a hypothesis about writing by Sharaf ad-Din Ali Yazdi the second (history of Shohrukh) and the third (the history of Ibrakhim Sultan) "articles" (makola) “Zafar-name” about which there was a question in the preface work. In conclusion (Hatima) it is openly told that history of sakhibkiran (Temur) is finished; now the second makola - history of his son Shakhrukh will be written. But these two makolas were not found till now. Tadzh Salmani wrote the supplement (zayl) to “Zafar-name”, including Shakhrukh and Ulugbek's history. It is possible to suppose that Sharaf ad-Din kept the records of the separate events connected with Ibrakhim Sultan that we’ve seen on the example of data Abd ar-Razzak Samarkandi above; two makolas which were reported by him, apparently, weren't written in connection with different circumstances of the live of the author about which it is specified above.

---

4 Above mentioned source – p. XXXII.
Abd ar-Razzaky Samarkandi didn't specify a concrete source of data of Ali Yazdi about the Azerbaijan events that was served an emergence of such hypotheses and representations.

Do these data have the relations to the parts of "Zafar-name" which "not reached" us or they are from Ali Yazdi's other work? In order to answer to this question it is necessary to address to another works of the known historian.

Except "Zafar-name" of Sharafaddin ibn Shaykh Hozhi Yazdi there are two large treatises devoted to muammo genre «Hulali mutarraz dar fani muammo va lugaz» and "Muntakhabi hulal" are created. In order to give a more precise definition to suppositions, it is advisable to address to «Hulali mutarraz dar fani muammova lugaz» work. In particular, after «bismillo», blessings to God and praises of prophet Mohamed the author writes that Arabs consider twelve sciences as priority, they develop and study them. Yazdi notes that among these sciences the preference was given to a science about the art of the word. Also he emphasizes that Arabs attentive attitude toward the art of the word was formed since the ancient times. Further Ali Yazdi writes that interest to muammo genre increased during his time and he writes about the reason of regulating of rules of this genre below:

Translation: «Let the truth of this introduction and a statement of this versification will be clear to the educated people - during this happy time this type of poetry deserves bigger attention, than the others. People of the former and the next generations, understanding the art of the words and taking pleasure from pure paradise, collecting and accumulating results and products of studying of this beautiful poetry, studying and learning refinement and elegance of a word, precisely know that it was not told by anybody ever about the beauty, clarity and elegance of muammo.

Knowing about it, the author of these words often thought: “Interest to this genre increased, more than increased, and also promoted to demonstration of truth and education methods. I had an idea to analyze and investigate muammo to order the rules and methods of its writing».

In continuation he writes that when there was an idea of writing this book, Ibrakhim Sultan undertakes a campaign to Azerbaijan. Yazdi writes that he also took part in this campaign. He writes that there were many works about this campaign. Then there is a glorification of Ibrakhim Sultan:

Translation: «As it was described in the history by graceful style, the governor is a person, who with the favor of the Omniscent Allah achieved fame, the conqueror of the countries decorating the world, the sovereign, the lord of the world, the master of heavens, great as Saturn, Victorious as Bakhram. Anvari: He is created as the first and the first after the Most High. Abu-l-Fathk Ibrakhim Sultan as-saltan bin as-saltan bin as-saltan bin, a shadow of the Allah and a mercy for two worlds, fair and favour with blessing, the assistant of God, of power and of the world. Let the Allah prolong his reign and board, he left from the capital of Shiraz state for rescue of kingdom from misadventures and misfortunes, and went to Azerbaijan direction. Thanking good luck the author of these words was awarded with the happiness to appear at a stirrup of acolytes’ horses of the protector of the worlds. From the date of successful leaving I saw how day after day, a halt after a halt, observing the rules and orders of the empire and board, the glory and power, the army of the brave and loving victory soldiers in military dressing moved uncountable, as if they were ants, with the weapon and other tools for battle. And I had a thought to describe all of this. The all poetry and prose chroniclers since Kayumars times glorified merits of the sultans and powerful khans, they glossed the sheets day and night, (and in comparison with the events considered their work) as an insignisignificant business and as the short statement of the events (legend), they showed small work and a short legend before him».

Further the following fragment included in "Matlai sadayn va majmai bakhrayn " is given; it is presented in Russian above:

Translation:
On this place in "Matlai sadayn va majmai bakhrayn" the description of the Azerbaijani events presented on the basis of Ali Yazdi’s data comes to an end. And the description of the event from «Khulali mutarraz dar fani muammo va lugaz» is continued in the following:

Translation: «A blade and a pen are ready to turn towards the Peculiar Master who has the best qualities such as generosity, glory, sense of justice, knowledge and courage, but we will not start yet their description and explanation. Probably, we will return to it because we have intention to write a small part about this happy history. Now we will confine to correspondence of several beyts about the ways of the treatise. Verse:

During presenting of the gifts

They ennobled the status of two Ibrakhsims.

One is the builder of the state; another adorns the nation,

Because one is right, the thing of the people went improving.

Therefore a burning fire became basil for him.

Therefore a painful fire became granting light for him.

Therefore the doors of Mecca were filled with light, Therefore Suleyman's kingdom began to prosper.

One of them dexterously broke Azar idol, Therefore Akhmad's religion is considered fair.

Therefore Ismail sacrificed himself, Therefore Ismail considered his soul as suitable for offering.

---

8 Above mentioned source -Sheets 76-8a.
Glory to a name which is glorified by the people,
Consisting of letters of word "eyebrow" since the beginning and the end,
This name will be shown, if in the middle of (words) "eyebrow"
To put two eyes (letters as an eye) ».

It is written in continuation that after a conquest of Azerbaijan the governor came back to Shiraz. The author regrets that being weak and powerless he couldn't personally participate in fights of this victorious army. He decided to write the book about this event in order to obviate such feeling. After writing Ali Yazdi started to characterize the features of a genre.

Data at issue from the works "Matlai sadayn va majmai bakhrayn" and «Khulali mutarraz dar fani muammo va lugaz» was used in "Tarikhi Rokimi" work of Sayid Sharif Mir Rokim. At the beginning of this work Rokim describes Ibrahim Sultan death’s date and his twenty years of board in Fors region, he writes also about his justice, generosity and courage. Then he mentioned about Azerbaijan events and noted Ibrakhim Sultan merits during the fight against Iskandar Turkmen at Salmos Mountains. Further the following part of the text from «Hulali mutarraz» cited:

There Rokim once again comes back to berhymed Azerbaijan event, and notes what this very history was described by Ali Yazdi. Further there is mesnevi consisting of eight beyts devoted to Ibrakhim Sultan's glorification which begins with such words: «دیدئ اس نام انلامخ چئ نگریخت نج سگی نام انلامخ چئ اس لام انلامخ بهندی». Then the beyt of Rokim that "nothing is eternal in this world" is cited. He mentioned that Ibrakhim Sultan lived forty two years, «Madrasai dor ush-shifo» was written on his command and some books were copied.9

As well as Abd ar-Razzak Samarkandi Rokim also didn't specify to what source belong these data. But if to compare materials of two authors with data from «Khulali mutarraz dar fani muammo va lugaz» it becomes obvious that they both were taken from one source. Given by Rokim mesnevi which begins with the line «دیدئ اس نام انلامخ چئ نگریخت نج سگی نام انلامخ چئ اس لام انلامخ بهندی» meets in "Zafar-name" of Ali Yazdi. It is not possible to confirm that Rokim

Inv. № 2731 / I. Sheets 38b-39a-
borrowed this mesnevi from "Zafar-name". There is no need to address to other source though the one of two data following in one source is available in other source too. Yazdi includes this mesnevi in «Khulali mutarraz dar fani muammo va lugaz» with several omissions. In particular in «Khulali mutarraz dar fani muammo va lugaz» below-mentioned last beyt from mesnevi which is in "Zafar-name" is passed:

اجائ نهادى اسمى تطأر أهيم
سليب سلطت من اسمع اسم

Rokim also gives mesnevi with the admission of this beyt. This fact once again specifies that Rokim took data for his book from «Khulali mutarraz dar fani muammo va lugaz» work.

Actually, it’s became obvious that, data from "Matlai sajydayn va majmai bakhrayn" is related to the part about the reason of writing of work of Sharafiddin Ali Yazdi «Khulali mutarraz dar fani muammo va lugaz». The author wrote in that place that he had another purpose of writing of this book; he intended to describe mentioned history in detail. Most likely, having such intention, he didn't start the detailed description of the Azerbaijani event or the planned parts of "Zafar-name" after finishing «Khulali mutarraz dar fani muammo va lugaz». Remarks of a part on the reasons of writing of the book "Muntakhabi khulal" clarify this question. At the beginning of the treatise after a part with gratitude to God and praises of Prophet Muhammad the author writes that he finished the treatise «Khulali mutarraz dar fani muammo va lugaz» and submitted it for consideration of the governor. Considering impolite openly calling the name of the sovereign, Yazdi wishes to state a name of the governor by the poetic language.

After that in thirty five beyts of mesnevi he eulogized Ibrakhim Sultan and found out a name of the sovereign by this way. Besides, it was said that after some time at the highest meeting of the sovereign it was a question of the treatise «Khulali mutarraz dar fani muammo va lugaz». Sovereign noticed that the treatise was very big, and he ordered to write another book on its basis which would correspond to requirements of the people who interested in muammo genre. Yazdi decided to create work reasoning from his commands and desires in which wouldn’t have the superfluous statements.11

Though the dating of the time chat of «Khulali mutarraz dar fani muammo va lugaz» is similar with a year of a gain of Azerbaijan (1428-29), the treatise wasn't begun and complete within one year.12 It is the first large and complete work, devoted to muammo genre in the Persian language. In this work many theoretical problems connected with muammo and distinctions between lugaz and muammo genres are solved. We can assume that the author laboriously and for a long time prepared for writing this book, for the solution of theoretical questions, (for example, determination of the distinctions and similarity between lugaz and muammo) he addressed to works of other authors. It’s reliable that during creation "Muntakhabi hulal” work by the order of Ibrakhim Sultan Ali Yazdi paid attention to this book corresponded to requirements of the governor, and he spent a lot of time on it.

12 Although the "Zafar-Name" was finished in 1424-1425, end date of "Introduction," in some manuscripts of the work product points to 1414. See: Temur va Ulugbek davri tarikh. -T.: Komuslar bosh taxririyati, 1996. -B. 15.
There are known following works of Ali Yazdi except above mentioned, they are: 1) Mavotin ye manozir dar manozi dar muammo, 2) Kanal zod dar ilmi vakfi adod, 3) Al-kitob fi ilm ul-ustrelb, 4) Devoni Sharaf Yazdi, 5) Hakoyik al-takhil, 6) Sharkhi kasidan burda, 7) Sharkhi asmoulloh, 8) Tukhvat ul-fakr va hidoyat il-khakir, 9) Munshaot, 10) "Temur-name". And still it is not known yet, whether Ali Yazdi started writing of "Zafar-name"'s parts after "Muntakhabi hulal" which not reached us or he turned his attention to writing to another above mentioned works. Probably, as A.Urunbayev noted these parts «weren't written in connection with different circumstances of the live of the author». We have no data on it nowadays. In this regard this issue remains open up till now.
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